Troponin (Tn) is a protein complex consisting of three subunits, TnC, TnI, and TnT. This protein complex, which resides in the thin filaments in muscle, plays a major role in the Ca^2+^-sensitive regulation of muscle contraction in vertebrate skeletal and cardiac muscles \[[@b1-12_145],[@b2-12_145]\]. When the concentration of Ca^2+^ increases in muscle cells, Ca^2+^ binds to one of the Tn-subunits, TnC. This triggers a series of structural changes of TnC, TnI, TnT, and another regulatory protein in the thin filaments, tropomyosin (Tm). This releases inhibition of the interaction between actin in the thin filaments and myosin in the thick filaments. This acto-myosin interaction causes sliding of the thick and thin filaments past each other, and thus muscle contraction occurs.

Various mutations in Tn are known to cause various types of cardiomyopathy \[[@b3-12_145],[@b4-12_145]\]. Mutations at various sites along the pathway of the Ca^2+^-binding signal from TnC to Tm cause various effects on the regulatory function. Functional analysis of cardiomyopathy-causing mutants of Tn showed that the aberrations caused by these mutations are classified into three types: the increase in Ca^2+^-sensitivity (type I), the decrease in Ca^2+^-sensitivity (type II), and the increase in the maximum tension without alteration of Ca^2+^-sensitivity (type III) \[[@b3-12_145],[@b5-12_145]\]. Most of the mutations are located in the regions directly related to the regulatory function such as the Ca^2+^- binding region in TnC, the C-terminal region of TnI containing the inhibitory region that interacts with TnC and the actin-binding region, and the Tm-binding regions of TnT. These mutations cause the type I or the type II aberrations. On the other hand, there are two mutations, located in the region not directly involved with the regulatory function. The mutations E244D and K247R in TnT are located in the coiled-coil region formed by TnI and TnT (the IT arm \[[@b6-12_145]\]) of the Tn core domain. These mutations cause the type-III aberration \[[@b7-12_145],[@b8-12_145]\]. Since this IT arm connects the region containing the Ca^2+^-binding site of TnC and the Tm-binding region of TnT, this region may play a pivotal role related to propagation of the Ca^2+^-binding signal from TnC to Tm. Elucidation of the effects of these mutations should thus provide insights into not only the mechanism of the type-III aberration but also the mechanism of the propagation of the Ca^2+^-binding signal.

For elucidation of the effects of the mutations, it is important to investigate how the structure of Tn may be changed by the mutations. Crystal structure analysis of proteins provides structures in atomic detail. Crystal structure analysis of the human cardiac (hc) Tn core domain, consisting of the full-length TnC, TnI with the 30 residues at the N-terminal region deleted, and TnT2 (the residues 183--288 of TnT), showed, however, that the Tn core domain is a flexible molecule \[[@b6-12_145]\]. Crystal-packing force may distort the structure in crystals. The structure of the hcTn core domain in solution, in which such extra forces do not exist, should therefore be investigated.

Small-angle scattering (SAS) is a method suitable to investigate structures of proteins and protein complexes in solution. SAS is sensitive to structural changes as well as association states though it is a low-resolution method. There are indeed various structural studies on Tn-related protein complexes using small-angle neutrons scattering (SANS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) \[[@b9-12_145]--[@b15-12_145]\]. SANS, combined with selective deuteration and the contrast matching, provides information on individual subunits in protein complexes, which cannot be available from SAXS. On the other hand, SAXS measurements, by using synchrotron radiation facilities, can be carried out at lower sample concentrations and smaller sample volume than those required for SANS measurements. These characteristics of SAXS are advantageous for samples available only with low yield. In addition, measurements at low sample concentrations suffer less effects of inter-particle interference. Analysis of SAXS curves using various modeling techniques provides low-resolution models of proteins and protein complexes \[[@b16-12_145]\]. Here, we employed SAXS to investigate the structures of the hcTn core domain. The SAXS measurements on the hcTn core domain containing native subunits and that containing mutant TnT (K247R or E244D) detected structural changes induced by these mutations. Analysis by model calculations showed that the mutations induce changes in the distribution of the conformational ensembles.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Sample preparations
-------------------

All subunits of Tn used in this study were cysteineless and expressed in *E. coli* BL21(DE3)-pLys-S as described \[[@b8-12_145]\]. Each subunit was purified separately. Purification of TnI and TnC was done as described \[[@b8-12_145]\]. TnT with His-tag at the N-terminus was purified by a series of chromatography using HiTrap SP FF (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA), HisTrap FF crude (GE healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA), and RESOURCE RPC (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA). Note that the His-tag was not removed. These purified subunits were reconstituted into the Tn core domain (the molecular mass of 52 kDa), as described \[[@b17-12_145]\]. The reconstituted complexes were further purified by gel filtration using the column Superdex 200 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) in solution containing 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, and 1 mM dithiothreitol, just before the SAXS experiments. Preparation of the samples in the absence of Ca^2+^ was done by adding EGTA to the final concentration of 5 mM. This made the concentration of free Mg^2+^ 1.8 mM. Preparation of the samples in the presence of Ca^2+^ was done by adding CaCl^2^ to the final concentration of 5 mM. These sample solutions were concentrated to appropriate protein concentrations for the SAXS experiments.

Bovine serum albumin, purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), was purified by gel-filtration using the same column as above just before the SAXS experiments. The eluted sample solution at the concentration of 2.6 mg/ml was used as a sample.

Small-angle X-ray scattering experiments
----------------------------------------

The SAXS experiments were carried out on the beam line BL45XU-SAXS \[[@b18-12_145]\] at SPring-8, Hyogo, Japan, using incident X-rays of λ=0.9 Å at a sample-to-detector distance of 2.4 m. Scattering profiles were collected using a cooled CCD equipped with an X-ray image intensifier \[[@b19-12_145]\]. Exposure time for each sample was 1 s. Checking the changes in the profiles with increasing exposure time confirmed that no radiation damage occurred during this exposure time. All the measurements were done at 10.0ºC. The net scattering profile of each sample was obtained by subtracting the scattering profile of the buffer from that of the sample, scaled by the intensity of the incident beam measured by the ion chamber placed upstream of the sample position. The profile was then circularly averaged to obtain the one-dimensional scattering curve.

Guinier analysis
----------------

The scattering curves obtained were analyzed using the Guinier plots. In the small-angle region, the scattering curve, I(Q), can be approximated by the equation,
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where Q is the momentum transfer (Q=4πsinθ/λ, where 2θ is the scattering angle, and λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray), I(0) is the scattering intensity at Q=0, and R~g~ is the radius of gyration. The plot of lnI(Q) against Q^2^ (the Guinier plot), is thus fit by a straight line \[[@b20-12_145]\]. The slope of the linear fit provides the value of R~g~, and the molecular weight of a particle of interest can be estimated from the I(0) value.

Model calculations
------------------

Analysis of the overall shape of the Tn core domain was carried out by model calculations as follows: (1) a model based on the crystal structure was constructed for structural refinement, (2) several pivot points were selected in this model, (3) starting models were generated by random rotation around the pivot points, and (4) the structural search by the rigid body refinement was carried out. The steps (3) and (4) were repeated so that ensembles of the structures fit to the scattering curves were obtained. Each step in this model calculation is described below.

### Construction of a model based on the crystal structure

An atomic model of the Tn core domain was constructed from the structure obtained from the analysis of new crystals of the hcTn core domain (PDB accession number: 4Y99), which were obtained under the different crystallizing conditions from the "old" structure (PDB accession number: 1J1E, Ref. [@b6-12_145]). The overall structure obtained from this new crystal is very similar to the old structure (1J1E) except for the position of the N-terminal region of TnT. This new structure is shown in [Figure 1](#f1-12_145){ref-type="fig"} as an example of the starting models for structural search. Details of the new crystal structure analysis will be described elsewhere (in preparation). The missing residues in this crystal structure (the residues 86--90 in TnC, 183--198 and 272--288 in TnT, and 31--42, 138--147, and 167--210 in TnI) were also similar to those in the 1J1E structure. The missing terminal regions in TnI and TnT (TnI~31--42~, TnI~167--210~, TnT~183--198~, and TnT~272--288~) were complemented as loop structures using the program RanCh \[[@b21-12_145]\], and the missing residues connecting two separate regions in TnI (TnI~138--147~) were also complemented as loop structures using a template-based loop structure prediction server ArchPRED \[[@b22-12_145]\].

### Selection of the pivot points

In the model thus constructed, the pivot points, around which the structures can rotate freely, were set around the central region in the IT arm (Gly^91^ (TnC), Ser^42^ (TnI), Gly^137^ (TnI), His^223^ (TnT), and Gln^272^ (TnT) shown in [Fig. 1](#f1-12_145){ref-type="fig"}). These pivot points were selected according to the following facts: crystal structure analysis of the hcTn core domain showed that the structure is flexible at the regions connecting the IT arm and the regulatory head region, which include the residues Gly^91^ (TnC), Ser^42^ (TnI), Gly^137^ (TnI), and Gln^272^ (TnT) \[[@b6-12_145]\]; the difference between the 1J1E structure and the structure employed here is only in the N-terminal region of TnT (the region between the N-terminus and the residues around His^223^); and comparison between the crystal structures of the 1J1E structure and the chicken skeletal (cs) Tn core domain (PDB accession number: 1YTZ) showed that the major differences are only in the position of the N-lobe of TnC and the N-terminal region of TnT \[[@b23-12_145]\].

Additional pivot points (Ser^166^ (TnI), Asn^185^ (TnI), Ala^197^ (TnI), Gln^191^ (TnT), Arg^196^ (TnT) shown in [Fig. 1](#f1-12_145){ref-type="fig"}) were selected to take flexibility of the loop structures into account. The distance between the centers of gravity of the N-lobe and the C-lobe of TnC was also assumed to be varied, taking account of a possibility that TnC adopts an elongated structure as shown by comparison between the 1J1E structure and the 1YTZ structure \[[@b23-12_145]\]. The missing residues 86--90 in TnC (TnC~86--90~), which connect the N- and C-lobes, were thus placed evenly on the line connecting the residues 85 and 91 of TnC. The changes in the distance between the N- and C-lobes of TnC can be described by the changes in the distance between the neighboring residues. In the models of the mutants, the residues Glu^244^ or Lys^247^ of TnT were replaced by Asp (E244D) or Arg (K247R), respectively.

### Generation of starting models

The starting models were produced by generating randomly the values of the parameters specifying the positions of the movable regions set by the pivot points. The parameters were the Euler angles of rotation around each pivot point and the distance between the N- and C-lobes of TnC. For the models in the presence of Ca^2+^, an additional constraint was introduced, in which the residues 150--159 of TnI (the switch helix) were attached to the N-lobe of TnC \[[@b6-12_145]\]. The N-lobe of TnC and the region containing the switch helix were thus moved as a rigid body.

### Structural search

The structural search was carried out by rigid body refinement of the models. The models generated during the search by changing the parameter values defining the positions of the movable regions were evaluated by the residual between the calculated scattering curve of the model and the experimental scattering curve. The scattering curve of the model was calculated using the program CRYSOL \[[@b24-12_145]\] with the density of the hydration shell 10% higher than that of bulk water (default setting). The residual, χ^2^, of the calculated scattering curve from the experimental curve was calculated using the equation,
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where *N~p~* is the number of data points, *n* is the number of the parameters, *I~exp~*(*Q~i~*) and *I~calc~*(*Q~i~*) are the intensity of the experimental scattering curve and that of the calculated scattering curve of the model at *Q~i~*, respectively, *k* is the scaling factor determined so that the I(0) values are identical, and *σ~exp~*(*Q~i~*) is the standard deviation of the experimental scattering curve at *Q~i~*.

The search to find a model with the minimum residual was carried out using a genetic algorithm \[[@b25-12_145]\]. In this algorithm, a set of parameter values is called a "gene". In the first round of calculations (the first generation), 10 genes (corresponding to the starting models) are randomly generated. Out of the 10 models generated from these 10 genes, the 2 genes of the models with the smallest χ^2^ are selected, and passed to the next generation. For the genes of the remaining 8 models, two genetic operations, the crossover and the random mutation, are performed, after which they are passed to the next generation. In the crossover, 2 genes are randomly selected out of the 10 genes and the values at an arbitrary position on the genes are exchanged. In the random mutation, one parameter in a gene is randomly changed. In each generation, these operations are repeated. Calculation is terminated when the smallest χ^2^ does not change for 100 generations, and the model with the smallest χ^2^ is accepted as a final model.

The search was repeated 1000 times for each sample so that an ensemble of the models having the good fits to the experimental scattering curves was obtained. To facilitate the efficient convergence of the searches, a constraint that the models have the radii of gyration within a range of two standard deviations of the experimental values was also employed.

The model obtained from each search represents one of the possible conformations that are consistent with the experimental SAXS curve. Repeating the search makes it possible to search the large conformational space because each step in the search randomly explores the conformational space. The ensemble of the models obtained from the repeated searches thus provides the distribution of the possible conformations.

### Alternative model calculations using the Ensemble Optimization Method

The model calculations described above are based on the assumption that the scattering curves are described by one conformation of the protein that can adopt in solution. For flexible proteins, however, multiple conformations could coexist in solution. Although the repeated searches provide an ensemble of possible conformations, the calculations without taking account of the possible coexistence of multiple conformations may bias the distributions of the conformations. We thus carried out, as an alternative procedure of the model calculations, the model calculation using the Ensemble Optimization Method (EOM), which takes account of the coexistence of different conformations in solution \[[@b21-12_145]\]. By comparing the results of the model calculations above and those using the EOM, we checked validity of the model calculations described above.

The EOM produces a set of conformers, the average scattering curve of which is best-fit with the experimental scattering curve. These conformers are selected, using a genetic algorithm, from a pool of a large number of randomly generated models (10,000 models as a default setting). In this study, 10,000 conformations of the Tn core domain were randomly created by the program RanCh from the 4Y99 structure as a template structure with complementing the missing residues. The ensemble of these 10,000 models was used as a conformation pool. The conformation pools of the K247R and E244D mutants were created by replacing the residues 247 and 244 of TnT of each model in the conformation pool of the wild-type Tn with an arginine and asparagine, respectively. Subsequent selection of the best ensemble of the models based on the genetic algorithm was conducted by the program GAJOE \[[@b21-12_145]\].

Results
=======

Small-angle X-ray scattering experiments
----------------------------------------

We prepared the hcTn core domain consisting of full-length TnC, TnI with the 30 residues at the N-terminus deleted, and TnT (the residues 183--288) with the 12 residues of the His-tag attached to the N-terminus. The Tn core domain prepared contained either the wild-type TnT, the K247R mutant of TnT, or the E244D mutant of TnT (termed WT, K247R, and E244D, respectively). The SAXS measurements on these samples were performed at several protein concentrations between 0.7 mg/ml and 2.1 mg/ml in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^ (the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states). The scattering curves obtained were analyzed by the Guinier plots. [Figure 2](#f2-12_145){ref-type="fig"} shows a gallery of the Guinier plots, from which the parameters, R~g~ and I(0), are evaluated. Note that no upward deviations from the straight lines in the lower Q region are observed, indicating that there is no appreciable aggregation in the samples. [Figures 3(A) and 3(B)](#f3-12_145){ref-type="fig"} show the plots of the R~g~ against the protein concentration. Extrapolation to zero protein concentration provides the R~g~ values with eliminating the effects of the inter-particle interferences \[[@b26-12_145],[@b27-12_145]\]. The extrapolated R~g~ values are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-12_145){ref-type="table"}. The values are different between WT and the mutants though the difference between WT and E244D in the −Ca^2+^ state is within a range of one standard deviation.

[Figures 3(C) and 3(D)](#f3-12_145){ref-type="fig"} show the plots of the I(0)/c (where c denotes the concentration of the protein), from which the molecular weights can be estimated, against the protein concentration. Extrapolation of the I(0)/c to c=0 converged to similar values regardless of the samples. The molecular weights were estimated by comparing these extrapolated I(0)/c values with that of the protein bovine serum albumin (BSA), which has the molecular weight of 66 kDa. The estimated molecular weights are also summarized in [Table 1](#t1-12_145){ref-type="table"}. The molecular weights are similar in all samples, and the values themselves are within about a 10% range of the expected molecular weight of 52 kDa of the Tn core domain. This, again, indicates no appreciable aggregation in the samples. The R~g~ depends on an overall size as well as a shape of a particle. Since the samples measured here are considered to be monomeric, the differences in the R~g~ indicate that the overall shape change is induced by the mutations.

[Figure 4](#f4-12_145){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental scattering curves extrapolated to zero protein concentration, in which the effects of the inter-particle interference are minimal, and the corresponding pair-distance distribution functions, p(r), calculated from these extrapolated scattering curves using the program DATGNOM \[[@b28-12_145]\]. The maximum dimension D~max~ was estimated from the p(r) function, and the values of the D~max~ obtained are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-12_145){ref-type="table"}. All the p(r) functions show a unimodal shape, indicating that structural integrity is not affected by the mutations. Comparison of the D~max~ values indicates that the mutants adopt more compact shape than WT in the +Ca^2+^ state.

Model Calculations
------------------

To analyze the shape changes induced by the mutations, analysis by model calculation was performed. The experimental scattering curves extrapolated to zero protein concentration shown in [Figure 4](#f4-12_145){ref-type="fig"} were used for fitting by the model scattering curves. The whole range of the measured Q (0.013 Å^−1^--0.2 Å^−1^) was used in the fits. The residuals of the scattering curves of the models obtained, calculated using [Eq. 2](#fd2-12_145){ref-type="disp-formula"}, were less than 2.0. To cross-validate the model-data agreement, χ^2^~free~ was evaluated against the models obtained \[[@b29-12_145]\]. All the models obtained were found to have the χ^2^~free~ values less than 1.73, which is less than that accepted for xylanase (χ^2^~free~ =1.86; PDB accession number 1HR2) \[[@b29-12_145]\]. The models obtained here are thus acceptable. The ensembles of the models obtained provide a measure of the distributions of the possible conformations of the Tn core domain. [Figure 5](#f5-12_145){ref-type="fig"} shows a gallery of the models obtained. The 100 models with the lowest residuals are shown for each sample. The distributions of the models appear to be different between the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states, as well as between WT and the mutants. The averaged scattering curves and the corresponding p(r) functions calculated from these best 100 models are shown as solid curves in [Figure 4](#f4-12_145){ref-type="fig"}.

The radius of gyration
----------------------

[Table 2](#t2-12_145){ref-type="table"} shows a summary of the averages and the sample standard deviations of the R~g~ of the whole molecule and each subunit, calculated from the 1000 models obtained. The average R~g~ values of the whole molecule fall within a range of one standard deviation of the experimental R~g~ values. The sets of the R~g~ values of the models were subjected to the statistical test by the Steel-Dwass method \[[@b30-12_145],[@b31-12_145]\]. This test is a non-parametric test that can compare multiple data sets simultaneously, and thus applicable to data sets that do not follow normal distributions. The Steel-Dwass test showed that the differences in the average R~g~ values between the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Statistically significant differences are also observed between WT and the mutants. As indicated by the bridges with an asterisk in [Table 2](#t2-12_145){ref-type="table"}, in the −Ca^2+^ state, the R~g~ of each subunit of K247R is different from that of WT and E244D, whereas the difference between WT and E244D is only in the R~g~ of the whole molecule. On the other hand, in the +Ca^2+^ state, the values of TnC and TnT are different between WT, K247R, and E244D. The effects of the mutations thus appear to be more significant in K247R than in E244D. Note that the R~g~ of TnC was found to be between 23.0 Å and 24.5 Å as shown in [Table 2](#t2-12_145){ref-type="table"}. These values are similar to those found for TnC in solution (22.6 Å--27.8 Å) \[[@b32-12_145]--[@b34-12_145]\] and those calculated from the crystal structures of isolated TnC \[[@b35-12_145]--[@b37-12_145]\] using the program CRYSOL without contribution of a hydration shell (22.8 Å--23.2 Å). On the other hand, the R~g~ of TnC in the crystal structure of the hcTn core domain was calculated to be 19.4 Å using CRYSOL as above. This difference in the R~g~ values implies that TnC in the Tn core domain in solution adopts more elongated dumbbell-like structures than in crystals.

Characterization of the positions of the movable regions in the Tn core domain
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The structure of TnC was characterized by calculating the distribution of the position of the center of gravity of the N-lobe (TnC~N-lobe~) relative to that of the C-lobe. The positions of other movable regions, TnT~183--223~, TnT~272--288~, TnI~31--42~, and TnI~137--210~ were characterized by the positions of the centers of gravity of these regions relative to that of the whole molecule. The parameters for these relative positions were described using the polar coordinate system shown in [Figure 6](#f6-12_145){ref-type="fig"} (the radial distance *L*, the polar angle θ, and the azimuthal angle ϕ). [Figure 7](#f7-12_145){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions of these parameter values, which are also summarized in [Table 3](#t3-12_145){ref-type="table"}.

The Steel-Dwass test showed that the differences in the average values of *L* and θ of TnC~N-lobe~ between the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states in each sample are statistically significant. These differences indicate that by binding of Ca^2+^, TnC is elongated by about 1--2 Å and its relative orientation is changed. These changes occur regardless of the mutations. The difference in *L* between WT, K247R, and E244D is also statistically significant, indicating that the relative position of the N-lobe of TnC is different between WT, K247R, and E244D.

Regarding the other movable regions, the most significant differences between WT, K247R, and E244D are in the parameter *L* for TnT~183--223~ both in the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states. This indicates that by the mutations, the position of the region TnT~183--223~ becomes closer to the center of gravity of the whole molecule. Although the effects are smaller than on TnT~183--223~, in K247R, the *L* values of other regions including TnT~272--288~ are also different from WT, suggesting that the mutation also affects the positions of these regions. It is thus concluded that the mutations change the distributions of the conformations of the molecule so that the flexible regions, in particular the region TnT~183--223~, become close to the central region of the Tn core domain.

The differences were also observed between the −Ca^2+^ and +Ca^2+^ states. In addition to the differences in the parameters for TnI~137--210~ due to the constraint that the switch helix in TnI binds to TnC in the +Ca^2+^ state \[[@b38-12_145],[@b39-12_145]\], the differences in the average *L* values of the regions TnT~183--223~ and TnT~272--288~ were found to be statistically significant by the Steel-Dwass test. This implies that the conformational changes in these regions are involved with the regulatory mechanism.

Discussion
==========

Here, the overall shape changes of the Tn core domain induced by the mutations in TnT were detected by the differences in the R~g~ and the D~max~ evaluated from the SAXS measurements. Further analysis of the scattering curves with the aid of model calculation detected the conformational changes particularly in TnT by the mutations. The model calculations, from which these results were obtained, were based on the assumptions on the positions and the number of the pivot points and on the structures of the complemented regions. Choice of the pivot points was based on the inspection of the crystal structures of the Tn core domains as described in the Materials and Methods. This choice is also supported by hydrogen-deuterium exchange-mass spectroscopy studies of the hcTn core domain \[[@b40-12_145],[@b41-12_145]\], which showed that the central region in the IT arm forms a very stable structure whereas the N- and C-terminal regions in TnI and TnT and the linker region between the N- and C-lobes of TnC are highly flexible. The pivot points employed in the present study are located near the ends in these flexible regions. Regarding other assumptions above, additional model calculations showed that the changes in the number of the pivot points and in the structures of the complemented regions do not affect the main conclusion of this study that the mutations induce the conformational changes in the N- and C- terminal regions of TnT, as described in the [Supplemental Material](#s1-12_145){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Our modeling results are thus not biased by the assumptions in the model calculation.

An additional constraint that the R~g~ of the models was within two standard deviation ranges of the experimental values was introduced to facilitate the convergence of the search. Test calculations showed that the searches without this additional constraint provide similar ensembles of the structures (data not shown). Thus, this constraint did not distort the results obtained here. Moreover, this constraint is a reasonable assumption: in a study that the SAXS curves are analyzed as an average of the curves of the snapshots of the structures during the molecular dynamics simulation in an equilibrium state \[[@b42-12_145]\], most of the R~g~ values during the trajectory of 150 nsec are shown to be within two standard deviation range around the experimental R~g~ value. The ensembles of the structures obtained here thus provide a reasonable measure of the distribution of the possible conformations of the Tn core domain.

Another concern on our model calculations is that each model obtained by our model calculation represents only one of the possible conformations that the Tn core domain can adopt in solution. A possibility of coexistence of multiple conformations is not taken into consideration. To verify if the coexistence of multiple conformations affects the modeling results, we carried out alternative model calculations using the EOM, which takes account of the coexistence of multiple conformations \[[@b21-12_145]\]. In the EOM, a set of protein conformers, the average scattering curve of which is fit well with the experimental scattering curve, is selected from a pool of a large number of conformers, based on the genetic algorithm. A representative set of the obtained models by EOM is shown in [Figure S4 in the Supplemental Material](#s1-12_145){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The obtained EOM ensembles consist of 3--5 conformers in each state. The parameters corresponding to those shown in [Figure 7](#f7-12_145){ref-type="fig"} for the original models were calculated for each conformers, and comparison of these parameters are shown in [Figure S5 in the Supplemental Material](#s1-12_145){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. It is shown that the parameters of the EOM models fall within the distribution of the parameters of the original models. Another five independent EOM runs gave the similar results. In particular, the parameter *L* of TnT~183--223~ in the +Ca^2+^ state, which were averaged over the total six independent EOM runs, are found to be 53.3 Å, 52.7 Å, and 51.2 Å for WT, K247R, and E244D, respectively, and the parameter *L* of TnT~272--288~ in the +Ca^2+^ state are 45.4 Å, 41.5 Å, and 42.7 Å for WT, K247R, and E244D, respectively. These results again suggest that the N- and C-terminal regions of TnT tend to be closer to the center of gravity of the whole molecule in the mutants than in WT, supporting the main findings obtained from our model calculation.

This consistency should not be mere coincidence. In cases of intrinsically disordered proteins or multidomain proteins with long flexible linkers, they have high degree of conformational freedom. Structural analysis of these highly flexible proteins would necessarily require to take coexistence of the multiple conformations into account: intrinsically disordered proteins such as α-synuclein, for example, have been modeled as an ensemble of random coils \[[@b43-12_145]\], and the structural analysis of ribosomal protein L12, where its two domains are connected with a long flexible linker of 20 residues, has also been carried out based on an ensemble of many coexisting conformers \[[@b44-12_145]\]. However, unlike these proteins, about 70% of the residues in the Tn core domain are in well-folded regions. Furthermore, the length of the linker between the N- and C-lobes of TnC is less than 10 residues. Thus, the degree of conformational freedom of the Tn core domain would be significantly less than that of the proteins mentioned above. Our results that the EOM ensembles obtained for the Tn core domain consist of only 3--5 conformers whereas the EOM ensembles for intrinsically disordered proteins usually consist of as many as 10--20 conformers due to their high flexibility \[[@b45-12_145]\] also suggest that flexibility of the Tn core domain is much lower than that of intrinsically disordered proteins. Due to this structural property of the Tn core domain, our model calculation without considering coexistence of the multiple conformations gave the similar results to the EOM. Comparison of the results of our modeling with those obtained by EOM demonstrates that our modeling method is valid for this kind of system.

Our model calculation showed that TnC adopts an elongated dumbbell structure whether the mutations are introduced or not. This elongated dumbbell structure of TnC in the hcTn core domain is consistent with the results of the SANS and SAXS study of the csTn core domain \[[@b15-12_145]\]. The elongated dumbbell structure of TnC was also observed for cardiac TnC within the thin filament by SANS \[[@b14-12_145]\]. The compact structure of TnC in the crystals of the hcTn core domain is thus likely to be distorted by crystallographic contacts. In this regard, it is noted that in the crystal structure of the csTn core domain, TnC, the N-lobe of which has few crystallographic contacts, adopts an elongated structure \[[@b23-12_145]\]. It was also shown that in the +Ca^2+^ state, this dumbbell structure is elongated further and the orientational change occurs. This is also consistent with the observations for TnC within the thin filament by SANS \[[@b14-12_145]\] and neutron fiber diffraction \[[@b46-12_145]\]. The orientational change of TnC was also reported for TnC in skeletal muscle \[[@b47-12_145]\]. In addition to the conformational change in the region TnI~137--210~ by binding of Ca^2+^, which is naturally observed because of the constraint on the model calculation, the conformational changes by binding of Ca^2+^ are also observed in the regions TnT~183--223~ and TnT~272--288~. This implies a direct involvement of these regions with the regulatory mechanism because these regions contain the Tm-binding sites \[[@b48-12_145]--[@b53-12_145]\].

The earlier SANS study using the contrast variation technique on the cardiac Tn core domain in the +Ca^2+^ state reported the smaller R~g~ values of the whole molecule as well as TnC than those obtained here (33.1 Å for the whole molecule and 20.1 Å for TnC) \[[@b12-12_145],[@b13-12_145]\]. The source of this discrepancy is not clear. This discrepancy is, however, partly attributable to the different lengths of the constructs for TnI and TnT used: the residues 1--167 in TnI and those 198--298 in TnT were employed in the earlier SANS study whereas the residues 31--210 in TnI and those 183--288 plus extra 12 residues of the His-tag in TnT are employed in the present study. Another difference is in the solution conditions: whereas our solution conditions contain Mg^2+^ both in the +Ca^2+^ and −Ca^2+^ states, Mg^2+^ was not included in the solutions employed in the earlier SANS study. Since the different effects of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ on the global structure of TnC have been suggested \[[@b54-12_145]--[@b56-12_145]\], the difference in the R~g~ of TnC may reflect the difference in the structures between TnC with bound Ca^2+^ (the earlier SANS study) and TnC with bound Ca^2+^/Mg^2+^ (the present study). This point should thus be explored further in the future.

As for comparison with the structure of skeletal Tn, the R~g~ of the hcTn core domain obtained here is significantly larger than that of the csTn core domain. For example, the R~g~ of WT in the −Ca^2+^ state is 38.4 Å (see [Table 1](#t1-12_145){ref-type="table"}) whereas the corresponding value of the csTn core domain is 33.1 Å \[[@b15-12_145]\]. Since the constructs and the solution conditions employed are similar to each other (except for the extra His-tag at the N-terminus of TnT), the difference could arise from a genuine difference between cardiac Tn and skeletal Tn. Comparison of the crystal structures of the csTn core domain and the hcTn core domain suggests that cardiac Tn shows more flexibility than skeletal Tn \[[@b23-12_145]\]. This increased flexibility in cardiac Tn could allow the molecule to have wider distributions of the conformations than in skeletal Tn, and thereby showing "looser" structures.

The results obtained here show that the mutations induce the changes in the distributions of the conformations of the TnT region: in particular, the significant changes are observed in the region TnT~183--223~. The changes in the region TnT~272--288~ are also observed though the effects appear to be smaller. The N-terminal region in TnT is responsible for the Tm-binding \[[@b48-12_145],[@b49-12_145]\], and in particular, the residues 183--223 contain the Tm-binding region \[[@b49-12_145]\]. The C-terminal region of TnT, including the residues 272--288, is shown to be involved with regulation of ATPase activity through the interactions with Tm and TnI \[[@b57-12_145],[@b58-12_145]\]. In cardiac muscles, binding of Tn to Tm through these regions applies the force to the Tn complex. On the other hand, the distribution of the conformations that the Tn complex adopts originates from various *intra*- and *inter*-subunit interactions in the complex. The balance between these internal forces and the external force exerted by the binding to Tm should be the essence of the Tn-Tm interaction that ensures the proper transmission of the Ca^2+^-binding signal from TnC to the downstream Tm via the N- and C-terminal regions of TnT in WT. Our finding that the mutations change the conformational distribution of the Tn complex then implies that the mutations shift this balance and thereby modulating the Tn-Tm interaction. This modulation of the Tn-Tm interaction is likely to cause the aberration in the regulatory function such that the maximum tension increases without alteration of the Ca^2+^-sensitivity \[[@b7-12_145],[@b8-12_145]\].
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![Ribbon representation of an example of the starting models of the Tn core domain based on the crystal structure. TnC, TnI, and TnT are highlighted in red, blue, and green, respectively. In this crystal structure, the residues 86--90 in TnC, the residues 183--198 and 272--288 in TnT, and the residues 138--147, and 167--210 in TnI, are missing. These missing residues, which are complemented as loop structures, are shown in cyan. Note that the residues corresponding to the extra 12 residues of His-tag at the N-terminus of TnT, are added in addition to the residues 183--198 in TnT. The pivot points for free rotation are marked by filled circles in magenta. The movable regions are the residues 183--223 of TnT (containing the extra 12 residues of His-tag), 272--288 of TnT, 31--42 of TnI, 137--210 of TnI, and the N-lobe of TnC. The positions of the mutations (Glu^244^ and Lys^247^) are also shown in the diagram. The diagram is drawn using UCSF Chimera \[[@b59-12_145]\].](12_145_f1){#f1-12_145}

![Summary of the Guinier plots of the scattering curves of (A) WT, (B) K247R, and (C) E244D in the −Ca^2+^ state, and (D) WT, (E) K247R, and (F) E244D in the +Ca^2+^ state. The error bars are within symbols. Solid lines are the results of the least-square fit using [Eq. 1](#fd1-12_145){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the Q^2^ region ≤0.001 Å^−1^. This maximum Q corresponds to R~g~·Q\~1.2. The concentrations of the proteins are: in (A), 2.1 mg/ml, 1.7 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 0.79 mg/ml from top to bottom; in (B), 2.0 mg/ml, 1.7 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 0.70 mg/ml from top to bottom; in (C), 2.1 mg/ml, 1.7 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 1.0 mg/ml from top to bottom; in (D), 2.1 mg/ml, 1.7 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 0.86 mg/ml from top to bottom; in (E), 2.0 mg/ml, 1.6 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 0.73 mg/ml from top to bottom; and in (F), 2.1 mg/ml, 1.7 mg/ml, 1.2 mg/ml, and 0.93 mg/ml from top to bottom.](12_145_f2){#f2-12_145}

![Protein concentration dependence of the R~g~ and I(0)/c estimated from the Guinier analysis. The concentration dependences of (A) the R~g~ in the −Ca^2+^ state, (B) the R~g~ in the +Ca^2+^ state, (C) the I(0)/c in the −Ca^2+^ state, and (D) the I(0)/c in the +Ca^2+^ state are shown.](12_145_f3){#f3-12_145}

![Examples of the small-angle X-ray scattering curves and the pair-distance distribution functions p(r). The extrapolated curves to zero protein concentration of WT, K247R, and E244D in (A) the −Ca^2+^ state and (B) the +Ca^2+^ state are shown by filled squares. The curves are scaled so that the intensity extrapolated to Q=0 is unity, but displaced vertically for clarity. Solid lines are the average of the calculated scattering curves of the best 100 models with the lowest residuals to the experimental curves. The panels (C) and (D) show the p(r) functions of WT, K247R, and E244D in the −Ca^2+^ state and the +Ca^2+^ state, respectively. The experimental p(r) functions are shown by filled squares. Those calculated from the best 100 models are shown by solid lines.](12_145_f4){#f4-12_145}

![Gallery of examples of the models of the Tn core domain in (A) the −Ca^2+^ state and (B) the +Ca^2+^ state. Superposition of the 100 models with the lowest residuals is shown. TnC, TnI, and TnT in the models are highlighted in orange, sky blue, and green, respectively. The models shown in thick lines, TnC, TnI, and TnT of which are highlighted in red, blue, and forest green, respectively, are the "best" models among the 1000 models obtained. Note that since multiple models have the same lowest χ^2^ values in each structural state, one of these "best" models are shown as an example. The views from two different directions are shown: In the lower part of each panel, shown are the models viewed from the direction rotated 90 degrees around the X-axis from that in the upper part. The diagram is drawn using UCSF Chimera.](12_145_f5){#f5-12_145}

![Schematic representation of the parameters defining the centers of gravity of the movable regions. The polar coordinates (*L*, θ, ϕ) defining the vector from the center of gravity of the C-lobe of TnC to that of the N-lobe of TnC are shown as an example. These coordinates are described in the local coordinate system defined as follows. The origin of the original coordinate system describing the structure is translationally moved to the center of gravity of the C-lobe of TnC. A plane containing the vector from the center of gravity of the C-lobe of TnC to Gly^89^ of TnI and the Y-axis is then defined. In this plane, the vector from the center of gravity of the C-lobe of TnC to Gly^89^ of TnI and the vector perpendicular to it are defined as the new X-axis and the new Y-axis, respectively. The plane containing the new X- and Y-axes is roughly parallel to the plane containing the axis of the coiled-coil formed by the residues 90--137 of TnI and the residues 226--272 of TnT. The coordinates describing the centers of gravity of other regions are defined by translating the origin of the coordinate system defined to the center of gravity of the whole molecule. TnC, TnI, and TnT in the model are highlighted in red, cyan, and green, respectively. The diagram is drawn using UCSF Chimera.](12_145_f6){#f6-12_145}

![Summary of the distributions of the parameters describing the positions of the movable regions. The parameters for the centers of gravity of the N-lobe of TnC (TnC~N-lobe~) were calculated relative to the center of gravity of the C-lobe of TnC, and those for the centers of gravity of the regions TnT~183--223~, TnT~272--288~, TnI~31--42~, and TnI~137--210~ were calculated relative to the center of gravity of the whole molecule. Histograms of frequencies in 1000 models are shown. Solid lines in black, blue, and red are the histograms of WT, K247R, and E244D, respectively.](12_145_f7){#f7-12_145}

###### 

Summary of the radii of gyration, the molecular weights, and the maximum dimension of the particle

                    R~g~[a](#tfn1-12_145){ref-type="table-fn"} (Å)   M.W.[b](#tfn2-12_145){ref-type="table-fn"} (kDa)   D~max~ (Å)
  --------- ------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------
  −Ca^2+^   WT      38.5 (1.1)                                       58 (2)                                             132
            K247R   35.7 (1.1)                                       56 (1)                                             125
            E244D   37.8 (1.0)                                       55 (1)                                             133
                                                                                                                        
  +Ca^2+^   WT      38.7 (1.1)                                       55 (1)                                             135
            K247R   36.3 (1.0)                                       51 (1)                                             127
            E244D   36.8 (1.0)                                       55 (1)                                             129

Extrapolated values of R~g~ to c=0 in [Figure 2](#f2-12_145){ref-type="fig"}. The values in parenthesis are the standard deviations.

Calculated from the extrapolated values of I(0)/c to c=0 in [Figure 2](#f2-12_145){ref-type="fig"}. The value of BSA was used as a standard, employing the M. W. of BSA is 66 kDa. The values in parenthesis are the standard deviations.

###### 

Summary of radii of gyration of models

![](12_145_t1)

The values in parenthesis indicate the sample standard deviations.

The bars with an asterisk indicate the difference in the two values bridged by this bar is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level by the Steel-Dwass test.

###### 

Summary of the parameters describing the positions of the movable regions of TnC, TnT, and TnI

![](12_145_t2)

The model shown in [Figure 1](#f1-12_145){ref-type="fig"} was used as a starting model.

The values in parenthesis indicate the sample standard deviations.

The bars with an asterisk indicate the difference in the two values bridged by this bar is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level by the Steel-Dwass test.
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